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Foreward

 
For as long as I can remember, I have always loved fairy tales. From that

very first book, gifted to me by my grandparents and stuffed full of classic
stories and rhymes, to the countless books and movies and sundry that
followed, I loved them all and consumed them with enthusiasm wherever I
found them. Eventually, though, I got older and started to become
dissatisfied – a reimagining here that didn’t quite hit the mark, an old
version there that didn’t quite hold the magic its descendants had shone
with. And then one day, a positively blasphemous idea came to me:

I could tell those stories myself, if I wanted to.
For some reason, it had never occurred to me that the people who re-tell

fairy tales were just people, just writers; somewhere in my mind I’d always
had them in the same league as fairy godmothers and wizards and other
magical creatures, inhabitants of an enchanted world that mere mortals were
only privileged to see, but not touch. And especially not to move into
uninvited and set up shop on their own.

I did it anyway. Written nearly a decade ago, The Black Beast was my
first attempt at re-telling a beloved favorite fairy tale. And to my
amazement, people read it and liked it and wanted more. So I kept writing,
kept reimagining, kept doing my best to weave the magic I’d grown up
loving so much…and eventually, I came back to The Black Beast and
decided it could be better. I needed it to be better. And my readers deserved
to have it be better.

For my long-time readers who fondly remember the older and very
trope-specific version of this story, thank you for continuing to ‘remind’ me
over the years that I needed to get this done and back into your hands. It’s
been through multiple revisions and a lot of obsessive editing, but it’s
finally finished now and I hope the end result meets with your approval.
Enjoy!

 
L.S. Christopher
March 2017



 
The Black Beast

 
 

A long time ago, on the outskirts of a dark, enchanted wood, there lived a
man with five sons. The man’s name was Phillipe Legrand, and he had once
been a merchant of some note. He was a handsome man, tall and fair-
complexioned with oak-dark hair and deep blue eyes, and he had traveled
the world both far and wide and had been lucky in all respects save one; for
although he had done much good in his life and little harm, the gods had not
seen fit that any woman he had taken to wife should live much past the birth
of a single child of his. And his last wife had proved the curse beyond the
shadow of a doubt, a widow with a son two years older than the one she had
borne for him. Phillipe had adopted her child into his own family and
foresworn female companionship from the day of her burial. His sons
would be enough for him, he’d vowed, as he would never dare to love a
woman again for fear of knowing himself an unrepentant murderer.

His vow had perhaps come one wife too late for some god or other,
however, for within the next few years his luck dried up at every turn. He
lost every ship in his small fleet, some to storms, some to piracy, and one
which had simply disappeared and never been seen again. His investments
vanished, his storehouses of merchandise caught fire and burned to the
ground, and his carriage horses sickened and died. Even his fine large house
had been damaged by a storm, rendering most of it unlivable without costly
repairs which he could no longer afford.

Phillipe had been a generous man in his prosperous days, but once he
had lost everything not one friend could be found who would come to his
aid. So he had scraped together what little remained to him and taken his
sons to his old family home in the country, a place he had not so much as
set eyes on in many long years. It was a house of stone walls and thatch
roof located on the outskirts of a small village, but it had a workshop – the
family business had once been the working of wood – and a sturdy stable in
which to house the two fine riding horses which had survived and the mule
Phillipe had traded for to be used for heavy work. Other men in his situation
might have used up the horses rather than obtaining another animal to spare
them, but Phillipe could not bring himself to be so cruel. It was not, he said,



the fault of dumb beasts that their master was cursed to return to a hard life,
and they would have what ease he could provide for them.

It was difficult at first for Phillipe to adjust to this humble new life, as he
had long been accustomed to the easier work of a prosperous merchant and
had done the work of a wood-crafter only to amuse himself during all that
time. But his fingers were quick to remember their former trade, and soon
he had the family business running once again with his young sons to help
him as much as they were able.

 
Children grow quickly, and soon his boys began one by one to become

young men. Bertrand was his eldest, borne of Phillipe’s first wife, the sturdy
eldest daughter of a prosperous miller. Bertrand was tall and strong and full
of merry laughter, much like his father and his beloved youngest brother
Jules; but Bertrand’s eyes bore a shadow in their deep blue depths which the
younger boy’s had never known, a shadow cast by the death of not one
loving mother but four. And although his handsome oldest son was much
sought after by the fairer sex, Phillipe had his doubts that Bertrand would
ever overcome his fears enough to wed. For the time being, though, the
young man seemed content enough to do the work of a woodsman without
thought of starting his own family, and so the father made himself content
as well.

Gerard came next and was the most steady of all his sons – and also the
most unlike his blood brothers in appearance, for his mother had been the
middle daughter of a merchant Phillipe had become acquainted with on one
of his sea voyages, and she had gifted their son with the fair hair and ruddy
complexion of her own lineage. Gerard was as tall and strong as Bertrand,
but he was of a more studious bent and so Phillipe had given him into an
apprenticeship at a monastery so soon as he was of age that he might learn
the healing arts. The young man’s skill when he returned, having declined
the offer to take vows and join the brothers who had trained him, was a
blessing to all who lived near. Phillipe often regretted the time his son had
spent away from his guidance, however, for along with the knowledge of
herbs and leechcraft Gerard had also learned to be stiff and self-righteous
and breaking him of it was proving an impossible task.

Jaime, his middle son, had been born to the youngest daughter of a
minor nobleman who had fallen on hard times, a gay, pretty creature of
gentle birth and breeding whose bride-price had been to have Phillipe



dower her sisters that they might marry well and so escape their family’s ill-
fortune. Jaime was not so large or strong as his elder brothers, but he was
quick and clever and possessed of both his father’s good sense and his
mother’s gentle nature. His coloring was as his father’s and elder brother’s,
but his looks were so fine and aristocratic that he had caught the fancy of
his mother’s now well-to-do eldest sister and had been offered a place in
her household. She whisked him away a year before Gerard was to return
from his apprenticeship, and another two years beyond that went by before
Phillipe saw him again. The finely dressed near-stranger who came limping
up the road one night, leading a tired black horse, looked at the world
through eyes that had lost their innocence and with it their laughter. Jaime
had waited in the dooryard until Phillipe came out to him, and without a
word had placed into his father’s hands a long flat box containing two fine
dueling pistols, one of which had obviously been fired. The message was
clear, as was the silent waiting in the yard; Phillipe had forbidden his sons
to ever take part in a duel on pain of being cast out of the house, and now
this gentlest of his children had come to take his punishment…like a man,
the good, honest man Phillipe had raised him to be. Phillipe had handed the
box to Jules with instructions for it to be taken to his room unopened and
had enfolded Jaime in his arms before leading him into the house and
instructing Liam, his next-to-youngest son, to stable the horse beside his
own. He did not know what had happened or how, but this was his son and
all was forgiven…although he could not convince Jaime of that. In three
years of upper-class life the young man had grown unused to the hard
manual labor of their simple existence, but he applied himself to every
chore he could tackle with a disturbingly reckless intensity as though trying
to prove himself worthy of having even the least place within his family.

Phillipe was dismayed by the fact that Jaime seemed to consider himself
more of a servant than a son…and it disturbed him even more that his
second-born seemed to be in agreement with that attitude if not actively
encouraging it. Gerard also seemed to have some of the same feelings
regarding young Liam, the firstborn of his poor last wife, who was a quiet,
thoughtful child with nut-brown hair and leaf-green eyes, and who seemed
more at home in the woods than anywhere else. This did not seem strange
to Phillipe in the slightest, as the boy’s mother had been the widow of a
woodcutter and had remained in their sturdy cottage deep in the woods
following his untimely death. The superstitious young healer decried this



simple explanation, however, and had petitioned their father more than once
to put a stop to his adopted brother’s woodland wanderings, citing that the
boy had most likely already come in contact with whatever evil forces
lurked in the verdant depths. Phillipe had each time sternly commanded him
to leave his brother be, but he knew that even so Gerard watched Liam
warily and was often harsh with him for little reason. And he sometimes
had a similar attitude regarding Jules, his youngest brother, as well; Gerard
objected to the little boy’s cheerful, curious disposition and to the merry
laughter that he sounded throughout the household, feeling Jules should be
more staid and serious. Phillipe did not like this attitude either – Jules was
very like Bertrand had been when he was small, with his sturdy frame and
loud, bright laughter, and it did his father’s heart good to see such come
again. Again, however, Gerard would not be reasoned with on the subject,
and Phillipe had finally given up wasting his breath. And as the father was
seldom away from his sons for any reason, he had decided that it was a
minor problem and one he could deal with over time.

 
It was in the thick of winter one year that a message, sadly tattered from

its journey, was delivered to Phillipe by a group of sailors journeying
between ports and forced by circumstance to go overland. The missive had
been entrusted to him, their leader had said, by a man in a city some
distance away to the north on the other side of the vast forest, and that man
had given him gold to see that his message was delivered. Phillipe had
thanked the honest sailor and instructed his boys to fetch a skin of mead for
he and his companions, which the man accepted gladly. “This I will warn
you, then, in thanks for your generosity,” he said before leaving, and his
face was as serious as a stone. “I know not what news this letter brings you,
although he who sent it thought it of great importance; but even if it be so, I
would tell you that it should be no less than a matter of life and death that
sends you into the wild woods if you value your life. For while we were
passing through the woods one day the mist lifted and a grand stone castle
could be seen some little distance from where we stood, and being tired of
the cold we thought to make a stop there to beg a little of the hearth fire’s
warmth for the night before continuing on. But as we drew into the vast
estate we heard a noise as of some great beast at the hunt, and thinking that
knowledge of such a creature might buy us the hospitality we desired we
went to see what manner of beast it might be.” There he shuddered slightly,



although he was a man both bold and strong. “What we saw that day…it
was a huge black beast with claws like knives, and it was savaging a deer
there in the snow. It must have heard us or smelt us, though, for it suddenly
turned a monstrous face our way and roared so ferociously as to set us all
running back the way we’d come in fear of our lives. I know you are
thinking that we should have gone on to the castle to warn the inhabitants of
what we’d seen…but let me tell you that when this creature turned we saw
that although he was a beast and savage he wore clothes like a man, fine
clothes as any noble might wear although they were soaked with the blood
of his kill and torn from the hunt.”

“Could it have been Herne?” Jules piped up from where he stood
listening with wide blue eyes; he had heard oft of Herne from Liam, who
had heard the tales from their mother, and from their father as well on
occasion. “Did you see the Hunter?”

The sailor smiled and patted the dark head. “I have no fear of Herne,
boy, nor of the horn he winds. But this was no lord of the wild woods
culling his herds before Spring, this had to be the product of some dark
enchantment or cruel curse. It did not follow us,” he told Phillipe. “But to
reach the city from which your letter came you would have to travel
through that same cursed spot where we saw the beast, and to think that it
would continue to chase deer when there is softer meat to be had would be
the worst kind of folly.”

Phillipe nodded his head. “Thank you for your warning,” he said. “But I
doubt my letter is any sort of summons; any friend that I had in that city is
long since gone, and none who remain would have reason to send for me.”

“As you say it,” the sailor replied with a shrug, but it was clear he
thought more than he said. “I thank you for the drink, then, and now my
promised errand is completed I must be on my way.”

Once the sailor was well away Phillipe laughed and ruffled Jules’s dark
hair. “It was just a story, my son. No evil monster creeps in these woods
seeking to devour travelers; more likely these sailors drank more wine than
was good for them one night by the fire and conjured this ‘beast’ out of
some prowling bear.”

“But the bears are all asleep now,” Liam piped up, his green eyes
earnest. “The cold tires them, and they rest until the spring thaw in caves
lined with leaves.”



“Perhaps one awakened early, then, disturbed by the passage of the
sailors,” was Phillipe’s reply. “Travelers always tell such tales, my sons, it
means nothing. Now why don’t you go help Jaime in the barn while I take
my letter inside to see what caused all of this excitement, all right?”

Obediently the two little boys ran off to the barn where their older
brother was mending a slat in one of the stalls. He too laughed off the
sailor’s tale, telling them while he worked of some of the tales he’d heard in
the city about ravening beasts which were supposed to lurk in the woods
few city dwellers had ever so much as seen, much less traveled through.
After he was finished with his repairs they helped him muck out the stalls
and mend some of the tack, and then the three of them went for a romp at
the edge of the woods on the pretense of gathering firewood before heading
back to the house to help their father get supper ready.

 
Bertrand and Gerard both arrived home in time to eat the simple evening

meal with the rest of their family, and afterwards everyone waited eagerly
to hear the contents of the mysterious letter. Phillipe settled himself into his
chair and smiled to see them, pride rising up in him at the thought of what a
fine family of sons he’d been blessed with. He had often wished for the
means to spoil them, to indulge some of their little whims, and it made him
happy that he now might once again be in a position to do so. “My sons, the
letter that was brought to me today was sent by a man acting for an old
acquaintance of mine, a man who had once been my agent aboard one of
my ships. I thought him dead when the ship did not return, but he was not
and had apparently been involved in some treachery which he later grew to
regret. Upon his death a mention was found in his will that a certain sum
should be paid to me from his estate – not the whole of what his treachery
cost me, but an amount he had set aside as a token of apology. The letter
states that if I will but come to the city to fetch it this gold will be there
waiting for me, and as the woods are passable right now I believe I could be
there and back within little more than a fortnight.”

“I should go with you, Father,” Bertrand said at once. “The woods may
be passable, but you would not be the only one passing through them and
on the way back you would be carrying something worth being waylaid
for.”

“I will look after things here while you’re gone,” Gerard added. “And
perhaps while you’re in the city you could bring back some instruments and



medicines that I’ve found I need.”
“That I could do,” his father said. “Write down for me what you want

and I will do my best to find it for you. And as your brother has brought it
up, what shall I bring back for the rest of you, hmm?”

“I would like to find a new suit of clothes while we’re there,” Bertrand
said laughingly. “Something fine I might wear to the next festival.”

“Perhaps if it is fine enough it might catch you a wife,” Phillipe chided
him gently, and smiled to see his son’s blush. “Liam, what would you like?”

“New boots?” the boy asked hopefully. “Do they have new boots in the
city, the kind with a tassel on the side?”

“I should think they did,” was his father’s answer. “New boots it is.
Jules?”

“I want a hat!” Jules piped up at once. “A hat like a musketeer, with a
long white feather!”

That made them all laugh, and then everyone began to talk at once about
all the fine things that might be found in the city and what might be most
desirable to have as their own. But Phillipe noticed that one voice had
remained silent, one pair of eyes downcast, and he could not let it go.
“Jaime, what would you wish of me on my return?”

“I only wish you didn’t have to go,” was the whispered reply. “I…I have
a bad feeling about this trip, Father.”

“Nonsense!” Phillipe proclaimed heartily. “Son, I’ll be back before you
know it and everything will be better than fine. But you’ll shame your
brothers if you don’t ask for something, so tell me what you’d like from the
city.”

Jaime blushed. “There is only one thing I can think of that I would really
like to have, and that is some rose seeds.” The blue eyes that lifted to meet
Phillipe’s were liquid with emotion. “There used to be roses at Els….at
someplace very special to me, and I would like to try to grow some here if I
could.”

Phillipe felt his own eyes tear up. That had been part of it then, his boy
had been in love and had apparently lost her, and he was glad all over again
that he had allowed Jaime to come home. “A rose it is, son, and you have
my word I won’t come back without one.” He patted the dark brown head
and then stood up and stretched mightily. “Well, my journey must begin
early tomorrow and so I’ll be off to bed. Goodnight, my sons.”



It wasn’t until their father had closed his bedroom door behind him that
Gerard gave in to his feelings; he had been the first one to ask for
something to be brought back from the city, and it had stung that the brother
he often accused of being selfish had thought first of their father’s return
and when pressed had asked only for a few flower seeds which might be
begged for free from any goodwife with a well-kept garden. He thought it
had to have been no more than a play to gain more of their father’s favor
and said as much, feeling rather pleased when he saw Jaime’s eyes widen in
shock at the accusation. “You just wanted to put yourself above the rest of
us in Father’s eyes, admit it.”

“But I didn’t…I don’t want…” Jaime dropped his head and sighed. “I
have everything I want,” he said softly. “But if there were anything I would
like to have here other than my family, it would be a trellis of roses that
might climb up beside my bedroom window.”

Gerard snorted, but Bertrand smiled and ruffled the dark head in
affectionate understanding. “Come along, little brothers, all of you need to
get to bed too,” he told them. “With Father and I both gone you’re going to
have extra work to do, it wouldn’t hurt to start off with a good night’s rest.
All of you now, off to bed.”

They all dutifully did as he asked, and as none of them looked back no
one saw the concerned frown which had settled on his normally jovial face.
Someone had to go with their father, yes…but Bertrand was now wondering
if he had perhaps been too quick with his offer, and thinking that it might
have been for the better if Gerard had been the one to go instead.

Phillipe rose before dawn the next morning and poked up the fire, then
quietly in stocking feet made his way upstairs. First he looked into Gerard’s
room, smiling slightly to see the son that could be so contentious awake
looking so peaceful as he slept; he could only hope some of that calm
would carry over into the waking world while he himself was gone and
Gerard was in charge of the house. In Bertrand’s room Jules’s little cot was
empty, as usual, and Phillipe’s smile widened to see his youngest son curled
up beside his eldest. He knew that Jules was going to miss them more than
the others, young as he still was, and for that reason he and Bertrand would
speed their journey as much as possible. The room Jaime and Liam shared
was last, and Phillipe couldn’t help but linger in their doorway, just looking
at them. Liam’s cot was by the window, and he lay facing it as though
hearing the call of the woods even in his sleep, while Jaime on his slightly



larger bed was curled up defensively. Seeing that hurt Phillipe; he could
remember a time when his middle son had slept in a relaxed sprawl much
like Jules was wont to do, but ever since returning from his aunt’s care that
innocent vulnerability had been missing from him, even in sleep. Whatever
had happened….Phillipe pushed that train of thought aside, knowing that so
long as he remained ignorant of the exact details of the duel Jaime had
taken part in his forgiveness could be freely given. With a sigh he went
back to Gerard’s door and called out to wake the young man, then went to
Bertrand’s room and did the same; he did not bother to repeat the brisk
summons for Jaime and Liam, however, as both boys were light sleepers
and would already have begun to rouse when he had called their brothers.

Breakfast was a subdued affair, and all too soon it was time to say
goodbye. Phillipe embraced each of his sons in turn before mounting his
horse. “You boys be good now,” he told them. “Bertrand and I will be back
before you know it, and we’ll bring presents for all of you. Look after each
other!” And with that he turned and rode off into the woods, not daring to
look back at the four sons he was leaving behind for fear of losing his will
to leave them.
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